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Before Optimization: rank objectives, define constraints,… search for one (good) solution
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When to Make the Decision
The minimal set of a preordered set (Y, 5) is defined as Computational complexity for discrete problems:
multiobjective variants can become NP-and #P-complete Size: Pareto set can be exponential in the input length (e.g. shortest path [Serafini 1986 ], MSP [Camerini et al. 1984 Transform a preorder into a total preorder on X
Methods:
Define single-objective function based on the multiple criteria (e.g. via aggregation) Define total preorder on sets by using a quality indicator (e.g. via hypervolume indicator)
Question:
Is any total preorder okay or are there any requirements concerning the resulting preference relation? ⇒ Underlying dominance relation should be reflected! Applies statistical tests directly to the samples of approximation sets Gives detailed information about how and where performance differences occur
General Remarks on Problem Transformations

Two Approaches for Empirical Studies Quality indicator approach:
First, reduces each approximation set to a single value of quality Applies statistical tests to the samples of quality values see e.g. [Zitzler et al. 2003] latest implementation online at http://eden.dei.uc.pt/~cmfonsec/software.html see [Fonseca et al. 2011] 
Optimal µ-Distribution:
A set of µ solutions that maximizes a certain unary indicator I among all sets of µ solutions is called optimal µ-distribution for I. [Auger et al. 2009a] Indicator-Based EMO: Optimization Goal [Auger et al. 2009a]: contain equally spaced points iff front is linear density of points with the slope of the front [Friedrich et al. 2011]: optimal µ-distributions for the hypervolume correspond to ε-approximations of the front ! (probably) does not hold for > 2 objectives How do the optimal µ-distributions look like for >2 objectives? how to compute certain indicators quickly in practice? several recent improvements for the hypervolume indicator [Yildiz and Suri 2012] , [Bringmann 2012] , [Bringmann 2013] how [Branke 2008 ], [Rachmawati and Srinivasan 2006] , [Coello Coello 2000] Refine/modify dominance relation, e.g.: using goals, priorities, constraints [Fonseca and Fleming 1998a,b] using different types of cones [Branke and Deb 2004] Use quality indicators, e.g.: based on reference points and directions [Deb and Sundar 2006, Deb and Kumar 2007] based on binary quality indicators [Zitzler and Künzli 2004] based on the hypervolume indicator (now) [Zitzler et al. 2007 Network Processor Design [Thiele et al. 2002] Truss Bridge Design Network Processor Design [Thiele et al. 2002] Water resource management [Siegfried et al. 2009] 
Optimal µ-Distributions for the Hypervolume
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Module identification from biological data [Calonder et al. 2006] Find group of genes wrt different data types: 
